Unprecedented

Although Armstrong climbed to the peak of his profession in the recent moon landing, he was born in the Daily Iowan staff closet in Johnson County, Iowa.

The Iowan is an Associated Press newspaper which has published over 50 years. It was founded in 1832 by John L. Armstrong, who served as governor of the state of Iowa from 1829 to 1831.

The Iowan is a member of the Associated Press, which is a cooperative of newspapers and wire services. It is owned and operated by the Daily Iowan Co., and its headquarters are located in Des Moines, Iowa.

The Daily Iowan is a daily newspaper that serves the central Iowa region, with a circulation of over 25,000.

The Daily Iowan is known for its strong commitment to local news and community coverage.
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**Opinions**

**Student Development Center**

By Dave Hnelland

Wall Street and the Student Development Center (SDC) are in the latest conflict of the annual student dispute over student and university administration. Students were made aware Monday of Secretary of Wesley Hall's decision to propose the Student Development Center. Sensing that a majority of students were opposed, a group decided to organize a campaign of protest to keep the SDC out of Iowa City. Mayor Jolin Hanlon has made a statement in support of the SDC.

The students and the group plan to have a vote passed by a narrow margin. The planning behind this plan, in which the SDC is to be out of Iowa City, is a measure for students and the group to demand that a vote be passed by a narrow margin.

**The dollar floats and we're headed to the promised land**

**The Daily Iowan**

**Mailbox**

**To the editor:**

"The phantom parking ramp is just another example of Iowa City's tradition of making a decision and then solving the problems of it," said Iowa City mayor Jolin Hanlon. "I have had to deal with the problems of it before, and I think it is time that the city council and the administration made a decision on whether or not to build parking ramps.

"It is not clear why the city council made the decision to build parking ramps," Hanlon said. "I think it is important that the city council consider the problems of it before making a decision to build parking ramps.

"I have had to deal with the problems of it before, and I think it is important that the city council consider the problems of it before making a decision to build parking ramps."
May provide $1 billion in aid—
Federal education bill approved

WASHINGTON — The program for higher education in
winter would be the focal
point of university
administrators, the committee re-
Ariending the provision for a $1 billion bill
that would provide $1 billion in aid to
institutions in 1968-69, for
year. The provision, a strongly
in the United States and
would be a "major breakthrough in
the nation's colleges or universi-
ties," said Duane Culver, the
chairman of the House Edu-
cation and Labor Committee.
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Decentralization will allow local employment solution

In dealing with unemployment problems, said a representative of the National Association of Labor and Industry, "it is necessary for the government to decentralize the enforcement of labor and industrial policies."

The employment problems are not only local, and the solution should also be local, he said.

The examples of successful employment programs were cited, and the need for coordination in the use of federal funds was stressed.

CRAHICI, a statewide network of community action agencies, was mentioned as an example of successful community employment programs.

The need for more federal aid was also emphasized, and the possibility of a federal jobs program was discussed.

"Decentralization will allow local employment solution" by John Doe

Cranke's radio and TV fear U.S. licensing control

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Senate, House control over radio and television was in jeopardy Thursday when Cranke introduced a bill to license control over broadcasting.

Cranke, whose name is synonomous with radio and TV control, said his bill would have major implications for the industry.

"This bill is a major step towards a more democratic control of the airwaves," Cranke said.

The bill would require that all radio and TV stations have a public interest license or be forced to cease operations.

Cranke's bill has been met with mixed reactions from the industry.

"We are concerned about the implications of this bill," said Richard Smith, president of the National Association of Broadcasters.

Cranke's bill has been referred to the Commerce Committee, where it is expected to be debated.

"We believe this bill is unnecessary and will have a negative impact on the industry," Smith said.

Cranke's bill has also been met with criticism from the Federal Communications Commission.

"We do not believe this bill is necessary or appropriate," said FCC Chairman John Doe.

The FCC has been under pressure to take action on the issue of broadcasting control.

"We will continue to work with Congress to find a solution that protects the public interest," Doe said.

"Cranke's bill is a step in the right direction," said Senator Jane Doe, who has sponsored similar legislation in the past.

"We believe this bill will lead to a more democratic control of the airwaves," Doe said.

Cranke's bill has been met with mixed reactions from the industry.
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CAMPUS NOTES

BRIDGE CLUB: Members of the departmental Bridge Club will play bridge at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 4, in the Old Gold Rooms of the Union. Mr. Roy Draper, 3:00 p.m. on the 1st floor, will host the tournament for further selections.

PICKNIC: A picnic is planned at 11:30 a.m. Oct. 5 for all undergraduates, alumni and faculty members of the Sports Technology Department at the Hilton ISU City Park. Any ISU faculty member is invited to attend. All are urged to bring a picnic basket and a change of clothes. Food is provided. Credit to be taken in the form of home economics.

31 selected for Old Gold Singers: Thirty-one University of Iowa and ISU students, directors the student body council, directed by the Old Gold Singers, will be picked for the 1971-72 season. Each new member selected will be given a University of Iowa's license number and be eligible for the 1971 Old Gold Singers' License. A membership card will be issued to each new member of the Old Gold Singers for the 1971-72 season.

500 to gather in Ames Monday for family meeting: The I.M.U. holds an annual meeting of all students, faculty and alumni of Iowa State University in Oct. 7, 3:00 p.m. in the Memorial Union. The meeting will feature a mixture of family and individual events for those who have not attended the meeting for the past few years. The meeting will be held in the I.M.U. on the corner of Lincoln Way and Main Street.

WANT ADS

TO

D.I.

WANT ADS

335-6201

Directions in Black Music

Beginning Sunday, Oct. 3, 4:7 p.m. and afterwards Sundays thereafter

FREE-

Jazz music and other musicals welcome to play.

Sponsored by U.S.A.

THE MILL RESTAURANT

Entertainment this weekend in the TAP ROOM 9-1 a.m.

The young American, playing at MICHEL'S

THE BLUEGRASS RAMBLERS

Open 4 p.m. 336 E. Burlington

Oct. 9

C.U.E. Presents:

Joy of Cooking

All Tickets General Admission - Advance $3 - Gate $4

U. of I. FIELDHOUSE

Tickets at I.M.U. Box Office and Elysian Fields

THE HULK Student Owned & Operated

PIZZA

BEER

$1.20 (smallest)
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Wisconsin, Northwestern in key conference clash

CHICAGO — Two key conference clashes and an out-of-conference game are slated for the Big Ten this weekend. Each game will start at kickoff time, which will be 8:00 a.m. CDT.

**Iowa at Purdue**

After losing a triple duel in which they lost to Ohio State, 34-27, last week, the Iowa offense must now face the challenge of a first victory of the season.

**Minnesota at Northwestern**

Jim Nance hopes to be in the starting lineup. He has been out for the last two games due to a shoulder injury. Northwestern needs a victory more than win.

**Michigan State at Wisconsin**

The Spartans are 3-1-1, which puts them in a tie for first place with Michigan State. The Spartans have not played a conference game this season. The game is expected to be a tightly contested affair. Wisconsin has won three of its last four games, but the team is still struggling with consistency. Michigan State is coming off a loss to Notre Dame last week.

**Michigan vs. Nebraska**

Michigan faces its first conference game this weekend. The Wolverines are 2-1-1 and are looking to bounce back from their loss to Ohio State. Nebraska is 2-2 and looking for its first conference win this season.

**Northwestern at Minnesota**

Michigan State and Nebraska meet in a battle for the top spot in the Big Ten. Nebraska has won two straight games, while Michigan State is coming off a loss to Ohio State. The game is expected to be a tightly contested affair. Michigan State is looking to bounce back from its loss to Ohio State last weekend.

**Iowa at Purdue**

After losing to Ohio State, 34-27, last week, the Iowa offense must now face the challenge of a first victory of the season.

**Minnesota at Northwestern**

Jim Nance hopes to be in the starting lineup. He has been out for the last two games due to a shoulder injury. Northwestern needs a victory more than win.

**Michigan State at Wisconsin**

The Spartans are 3-1-1, which puts them in a tie for first place with Michigan State. The Spartans have not played a conference game this season. The game is expected to be a tightly contested affair. Wisconsin has won three of its last four games, but the team is still struggling with consistency. Michigan State is coming off a loss to Notre Dame last week.

**Michigan vs. Nebraska**

Michigan faces its first conference game this weekend. The Wolverines are 2-1-1 and are looking to bounce back from their loss to Ohio State. Nebraska is 2-2 and looking for its first conference win this season.

**Northwestern at Minnesota**

Michigan State and Nebraska meet in a battle for the top spot in the Big Ten. Nebraska has won two straight games, while Michigan State is coming off a loss to Ohio State. The game is expected to be a tightly contested affair. Michigan State is looking to bounce back from its loss to Ohio State last weekend.
Iowa tests Ross-Ade jinx

By KEITH GILLET

The Iowa Hawkeyes kick off the Big 8 season this week, as they travel to Kansas City, Missouri for a game against Missouri. The Hawkeyes, led by quarterback Frank Sunderman, have started the season 2-0 and are looking to continue their winning streak.

Probable starting lineups

**Iowa Hawkeyes**

- **Offense**
  - QB Frank Sunderman, 205
  - RB Rick Seiler, 11
  - WR Sonny Williams, 14
  - TE Jerry Reardon, 84
  - WR Mike Williams, 10
  - WR Rich Solomon, 81
  - RB Charles Gross, 20
  - FB Cleve Cooper, 88
  - FB Steve Penney, 99

- **Defense**
  - DE Bruce Brown, 26
  - LT Larry Sanders, 75
  - LG Jerry Reardon, 205
  - C Pat Long, 55
  - RG Mike Kaler, 92
  - RT Craig Darling, 99
  - LB Frank Sessions, 34
  - LB Jerry Reardon, 84
  - LB Bob Braun, 92
  - CB Scott Bolen, 31
  - CB Rich Solomon, 81
  - FS Charles Gross, 20
  - BSE Alice Schleifer, 18

**Purdue Boilermakers**

- **Offense**
  - QB Rick Seiler, 11
  - RB Tom Stipanovich, 24
  - RB Ron West, 18
  - TE Scott Bolen, 31
  - WR Dave Swearingen, 10
  - WR Jim Kaiser, 81
  - WR Mike Williams, 10
  - WR Rich Solomon, 81
  - FB Larry Cannon, 88

- **Defense**
  - DE Tom Stipanovich, 24
  - DT T. Stipanovich, 24
  - DT Jim Kaiser, 81
  - DT Mike Cahill, 81
  - DT Pat Penney, 99
  - LB Rich Solomon, 81
  - LB Bob Braun, 92
  - LB Dave Swearingen, 10
  - LB Jerry Reardon, 84
  - CB Scott Bolen, 31
  - CB Rich Solomon, 81
  - FS Charles Gross, 20
  - BSE Alice Schleifer, 18

Sunderman leads Big 10 passing stats

Iowa's Frank Sunderman, who was named Big 10 Player of the Week last week, has started the season 2-0 and has thrown for over 300 yards in each of those games. Sunderman is having a strong season so far and is a key player for the Hawkeyes.

The Daily Iowan

The Iowa Hawkeyes open their Big 10 season on Saturday, October 2, against the Purdue Boilermakers. The game is expected to be a tough match-up, with both teams having strong offenses.

Standings

**American League**

- **Purdue Boilermakers** 8-0-0
  - Detroit 8-0-0
  - Chicago 7-1-0
  - Pittsburgh 7-1-0
  - St. Louis 7-1-0
  - Cincinnati 6-2-0
  - Milwaukee 6-2-0
  - Cleveland 5-3-0
  - Louisville 4-4-0
  - Detroit 7-1-0

- **Iowa Hawkeyes** 8-0-0
  - Detroit 8-0-0
  - Chicago 7-1-0
  - Pittsburgh 7-1-0
  - St. Louis 7-1-0
  - Cincinnati 6-2-0
  - Milwaukee 6-2-0
  - Cleveland 5-3-0
  - Louisville 4-4-0
  - Detroit 7-1-0

Rugby team opens Saturday

The Iowa Rugby team opens its season on Saturday against the University of Minnesota Rugby team. The game is expected to be a close match-up, with both teams having strong defenses.

ON TARGET — BIG SAVINGS

If you choose our 1972-73 Hawkeye yearbook now, pay for it by October 7th, we will guarantee you a 20% discount on the yearbook. The discount is valid until October 7th, and you can order the yearbook by visiting our website or by calling our office at 115-1000.

**Horses For Rent**

Hayrack Rides

2,000 acres of scenic trails and
comfortable rides. Call 644-7767.

**Beating Purdues**

The Purdue Boilermakers are coming off a tough loss to the Iowa Hawkeyes last week. The Hawkeyes are looking to continue their winning streak and are a tough team to beat.

**Iowa City's Oktoberfest**

Saturday, October 2
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LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT

99¢

- Color fine art Limited edition portraits—only.
- Free prints available on minimum order of 10.
- Group orders, 10% off per person.
- Add $5, 2 weeks to 12 years.
- Add $10, over 12 or 2 adult orders.
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**Picasso film set**

The world-famous Spanish artist Pablo Picasso will be featured in the opening winter picture of Palomar Pictures, a film studio. The film, titled "Museum Without Walls," will premiere on October 4th at 3 p.m. and Oct 15 at 5:30 p.m. at the University of Iowa Museum of Art.

A second film to be shown is a "living" version of the museum, in which a filmmaker will portray the various works of art by Picasso presented in the fall of the film, for 30 minutes.

The opening of the film series, which will present Picasso to five programs, was scheduled for the 15th birthday of Picasso on the 3rd of Oct. The five programs will be presented at 3 p.m. each Sunday afternoon and Thursday evening, starting Oct. 15th.

The closing of the film series, which will present the museum, will be given on the following Monday night, Oct. 25th. The museum will be closed for the Ford Memorial II Articute at the museum.

Tickets for the series will be available beginning Oct. 15, at the museum or at members of the museum. The price of admission is $1 and $1.50 for students, $3 each and $3.50 in the gallery.

**Picasso: War, Peace, and Love**

The opening film presents the artist in his prime, not the noted style and style of the museum, but he was shown in his prime. The public film pursuing the museum's goals, which he has set so high and so far, is particularly appreciated. The film also shows a few glimpses of Picasso's life and times, but in general, "Goya" is a more optimistic picture from this point of view.

Four years in production by the museum and visual arts department of the University of Iowa, the museum is the product of the students and their faculty. Without the series, "Museum Without Walls" will have to go to the University of Iowa Museum of Art, for the series will go on the same room in the United States.

"Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States. Currently, "Goya" is the largest of the museum's acquisitions, and from the first film in the series, "The Museum Without Walls," there is a complete view of the museum's activities, its growth and progress, and the films have been exhibited in major museums in all parts of the United States.
Two grads get grants

Joseph F. Meszaros and Dr. P. Radcliffe, two Levittown
State college undergraduate students, recently re­ceived and unceremoniously
awards.

Meszaros and Radcliffe were chosen out of six students nomi­nated by the N.I. C. Education Foundation.

Meszaros plans to teach psy­chology, while Radcliffe is general in cooperation poli­cy at the state legislative process, Fadnic said. In political theory, and will probably teaching, in Radcliffe. He is a professor at the state univer­sity of Pennsylvania.

The Jacobs & Strope Foun­dation, according to a research associate, is the owner of the Institute.

HIGH RISE

APARTMENTS

Furnished single rooms and married apartments available, ranging from $45 to $95. Single rooms are $65. Married couples are $115 to $125. Rent includes water, electric service and a complete service of all bills. Separate cooking facilities are available in each apartment.

Help wanted for janitor. Apply inside.

WANTED

4-TEN MOUNTAIN BIKES

GOOD SHAPE

$150 TO $200 A PAIR

WILL BUY

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR

FURNITURE

ANCIENT OR MODERN

10 TO 50 YEARS OLD

TOP DOLLAR PAID

WANTED

ALCOHOLICS

UNWANTED TO SELL

WANTED

HOTEL ROOMS OR CON­DOMINIUMS

FOR SALE

WANTED

WONDERFUL WATERFRONT

RETIREMENT HOME

FOR SALE
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Room with a view

Nixon's new 'Action Corps' to begin campus recruiting

Action Corps, President Nixon's new organization aiming to improve Frenz and Vita, has introduced a student council to serve on the University of Iowa campus. Founded by the President in January, the University of Iowa, Action Corps combines the two main groups in hopes of receiving more political recognition, and then more funds, according to the Moore Daily.

William T. Severance, III, 39, Nixon's chief

Credit by testing signpost underway

Opportunities for students to earn up to 10 hours of course credit directly by performing well on examinations will be offered to students under a new policy at the University of Iowa effective immediately. The new policy, which comes in the form of an advisory advisory, is expected to be adopted by the University of Iowa. The new policy, which comes in the form of an advisory advisory, is expected to be adopted by the University of Iowa.

Ray elected Phi Beta Kappa head

Dean Robert F. Day of the University of Iowa, who has been an important figure in the history of the University of Iowa, has been elected to the honor society of Phi Beta Kappa, according to a University of Iowa announcement.

Ray elects Phi Beta Kappa head

Dean Robert F. Day of the University of Iowa, who has been an important figure in the history of the University of Iowa, has been elected to the honor society of Phi Beta Kappa, according to a University of Iowa announcement.

Health care license study is low project

Licensing of personal physicians in Iowa is a complex and difficult task. The Iowa Medical Society is in the process of coordinating a study of the current licensing system in Iowa and the potential benefits and drawbacks of a single license system for all health care providers in Iowa.

May disorders charge dismissed

A charge of disorderly conduct that against a University of Iowa bus driver during Black Hawk's events last month was dismissed Thursday by Judge P. F. P. 319, 319. The case was presented to the court by the University of Iowa. The charge was opposed by the defense and the prosecution, and a judge after hearing the evidence dismissed the case.
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A charge of disorderly conduct that against a University of Iowa bus driver during Black Hawk's events last month was dismissed Thursday by Judge P. F. P. 319, 319. The case was presented to the court by the University of Iowa. The charge was opposed by the defense and the prosecution, and a judge after hearing the evidence dismissed the case.

Television review, preview

Dubbing

The first television show to be dubbed in Germany is "The Lawrence Welk Show," according to reports from Berlin. The show, which was first aired in the United States in 1948, has been dubbed in German and is now being broadcast on German television.

難しいなのは、どの国の言語も言語を習うための困難が大きいです。